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How ANYWARE Is Being Seen As “A
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Morten Bremild, CEO, Anyware Solutions
Anyware Solutions has its mission to enable Smart

Last year, Anyware bagged the CES 2018 Innovation

Living-as-a-Service for every household in the world

Award Honoree; and the Arrow Flash Funding Award

by offering personalized day-to-day ‘services’ that are

2018 (as the first European winner ever). Furthermore,

ergonomically designed to enable a safe and healthy

the company was nominated amongst the Top 100

smart home living for the home owner customers of

Startup of the Year 2018 (Established). Following that,

B2B2C partners – Energy Utilities, Insurers, Telecom and

this year, the company has received the Red Dot Product

Assisted Living Service Providers.

Design Award 2019.

Anyware’s unique Customer Engagement Platform

Anyware, understanding the customer engagement

(CEP) for these B2B2C partners utilizes Data Analytics

and technology adoption pain-points for many

gathered by the Anyware Smart Adaptor™ – the world's

consumer (B2C) companies, analyzes the needs of

smallest and smartest award-winning and patent-

these companies and paves way for new opportunities

pending lamp socket adaptor.

by enabling new digital revenue streams with its ‘Smart

The Anyware Smart Adaptor, being a Smart Home

Living Services’ (Anyware Services) offerings. Moreover,

system in ONE product, offers seamless installation and

the company collects Customer Analytics to better its

ease of use to everyone. This unique plus point makes

understanding of the customers, enabling it to engage

the Smart Adaptor an ideal choice – a perfect customer

and interact with them on a personalized level.

acquisition tool – for Anyware’s B2B2C partners.
Furthermore, the Anyware Smart Adaptor comes

From homeowners’ point of view, Anyware,
addressing the complex and expensive Smart Home

equipped with built-in sensors (temperature, humidity,

products pain-point, offers seamless Smart Living

and sound level), has WiFi and Bluetooth, features

Services – room by room, service by service – that

light dimming, notification service, and Home/Away

makes the smart home experience as easy as fitting a

automation. This makes it the perfect ‘data collector’ for

light bulb.

the B2B2C partners.

Anyware’s integrated value proposition for each ‘customer’ in the B2B2C equation includes:
• For B2B partners: Customer Insights, Data Analytics, and new Smart Living Services revenues
• For B2C end-users: An award-winning Smart Living solution in ONE product
Anyware’s B2C end-user offering is, in essence, an all-in-one room solution, which is:
• Easy to install – easy to use – just fit it in your lamp
• Personalized value with Anyware Services and data-driven in-app advice notifications
• Remote monitoring of the home from ‘Anyware’

The Anyware Smart Adaptor allows users to easily
activate or deactivate Anyware Services with the go of
a single tap, or automatically by just leaving or arriving
home. Each ‘Service’ runs a specific daily routine such
as constantly monitoring the indoor climate, or the room
occupancy based on sound detection to automatically
turn light on and off based on presence, or even the
fire alarm; another Anyware Service prevents burglary
by randomly turning lights on and off when no-one is at
home, and right now more than ten different Anyware
Services are available in the app – all enabled by the
same Anyware Smart Adaptor.
Anyware’s focus on offering data-driven Smart Living
Services rather than traditional connected ‘smart home
technology’ is a unique quality that makes Anyware more
of a services and data analytics company rather than a
hardware company.
Anyware’s management team comprises of the two
co-founders, Morten Bremild and Jan H. Christiansen.
Both Jan and Morten are seasoned executives, who have
held executive positions in international organizations
before starting Anyware Solutions.
Morten, who has 20 years of international executive
experience within the Consumer IoT/Smart Home/
Smart Energy industry under his belt of achievements,
has extensive experience in strategy and business
development, customer engagement strategies and
business model design in the fast-paced, immature and
constantly changing consumer technology market.
Jan, with his 20 years of international working
experience in IT, technology and luxury good industries,
has worked extensively with general management,
product management, PR, marketing, and sales.
According to Anyware, executives must embrace
the digital imperative and not be paralyzed by the
uncertainty and fast-paced forces at work in the digital
industry. Staying put is not an option, one must take risks,
and tread the uncharted territory to move ahead. When it
comes to IoT, the multitude of products and technologies
is overwhelming, and there is no proven path to tread.
Instead of trying to understand each technology and
competitive offer, executives should rather focus on the
core strengths and weaknesses of their own company
alongside the dynamics of connected consumers,
and apply IoT as a digital tool(not the objective) in the
customer engagement, revenue generation, loyalty
creation, or whatever strategic intent the company may
have. The Smart Adaptor is designed to be that missing
tool in the toolbox for business executives that wants to
embrace the digital imperative.
With competitors like Philips Hue, Netatmo, El Gato,
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etc., offering the same smart home application scope as
the Anyware Smart Adaptor, Anyware still stands out with
its combined-in ONE offering.
Unlike many disruptive newcomers to the market,
Anyware fosters collaboration with its large partners
and enables them of digital data-driven customer
engagement instead of ‘going after’ the same customers
– a sustainable and profitable growth strategy in a fastpaced technology market that keeps changing both the
landscape and paradigm.
From a technology perspective, Anyware plans on
venturing deeper into AI and Machine Learning based
on its collected data to bring non-intrusive, personalized,
and adaptive solutions to the market. Avoiding the
deliberate use of cameras or voice recognition
technology in its data collection, the company makes
it an objective to not provide ‘Smarter Living’ at the
expense of its customers’ data privacy.
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